Version History
CR#

Description

Version 1.1.45, Nov-26-2018

5864

Fixed: Using the [fieldname] token to populate a default value in date field does not populate the correct
date

5885

Fixed: Having an email activity with 2+ person fields as the recipient does not work

Version 1.1.42, Nov-06-2018
5863

Fixed: Default Values [Today] token does not observe regional settings

Version 1.1.41, Oct-05-2018
5853

Fixed: Yes/No fields do not dynamically hide/show fields

Version 1.1.40, Sep-24-2018
5792

Fixed: calculated fields cant be used in a condition with custom actions

Version 1.1.38, Aug-29-2018
5801

Fixed: Lists with additional content types using KWizCom Forms will spawn a navigation confirmation
when an item is saved while editing

5810

Improved: KWizCom Forms activities requires that a user has admin permission to the site collection.
Now, if the user doesn't have access to the site collection the list of webs is filtered to only show webs
and sub webs starting from the current web.

5815

Added: add + and - collapse/expand icons to accordion groups

Version 1.1.36, Jul-24-2018
5500A Fixed: Resolve collision with Microsoft's one page navigation.
Version 1.1.35, Jul-19-2018
5742

Fixed: Hidden mandatory fields will still trigger their constraint

5746

Fixed: custom actions with user group based conditions do not trigger correctly

5756

Fixed: Blank fields will prevent custom action emails from being sent out

5757

Fixed: choice fields/attachment fields will prevent custom action emails from being sent out

5758

Fixed: enhanced rich text fields will display markup when contents are sent out in an email via custom
actions

5759

Improved: Field permissions and field grouping does not detect calculated fields
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5762

Added: Display a warning if a user navigates away from a form without saving changes

5763

Added: Add “Apply” button to the Edit Item form to enable saving without leaving the form.

5771

Fixed: property doesn't load in activity settings page for multi-choice lookup

5772

Fixed: Forms app causes performance issue with date picker field

5773

Fixed: scroll bar is shown in pop out Forms window when Cascading Lookup field is within a fields group
tab

Version 1.1.30, Jun-06-2018
5628

Improved: don't allow users who don't have admin permissions to view the forms app settings page.

5671

Fixed: Hidden mandatory person fields will prevent attachments from being attached

5673

Fixed: Custom actions "editable fields " still shows all fields regardless of selection

5686

Fixed: "Created/Modified By" fields do not show up when mapping a custom variable in custom actions

5720

Fixed: Creating a copy item activity does not save

5685

Fixed: person/group fields cannot be used in the email recipient field

Version 1.1.28, May-09-2018
5641

Added: Allow accordion groups to be opened at the same time.

5668

Added: Users who do not have permissions to see any field groups will see an empty form + message.

5670

Fixed: Custom actions which are deleted will still appear in the ribbon but disabled.

5682

Improved: make sure forms app redirects to classic forms.

5683

Added: Enable configuring field caption aliases in Field Groups/Tabs page.

Version 1.1.26, Apr-25-2018
5642

Improved: Hide custom action buttons in the ribbon when conditions are not met

5683

Added: Enable configuring field caption alias in Field Groups/Tabs page

Version 1.1.25, Mar-21-2018
5517

Improved: Enable validating the Attachments field and including it in conditions

5619

Improved: Allow attaching multiple files in one-shot

5500A Improved: Field Groups settings page improvements
Version 1.1.18, Feb-22-2018
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5376

Improved: Field Groups/Tabs: When changing column colspan in a group for some reason it removes all
empty rows

5377

Fixed: highlighted column due to validation error stays highlighted even after I corrected the error.

5491

Improved: add ? link to forms app user guide

5512

Fixed: repeating rows field will show loading when printed using the SLFE built in print feature

5527

Added: Enable adding the 1st row in the field groups designer

5581

Added: Remove the "Print" button from the View item form

5493

Fixed: Quick navigation links do not work

5497

Fixed: The new filters added to the cascading LookApp stretch the entire form

5575

Fixed: tokens that pull from a person/group field break emails sent via custom actions/activities on o365

Version 1.1.14, Feb-09-2018
5568

Fixed: field tokens do not work in field constraints within forms app

4944

Added: Stop validating hidden fields

5550

Added: Build forms api

5571

Added: Support multi-line default value for multi-line text field

Version 1.1.10, Dec-21-2017
5510

Fixed: Regional date settings are not enforced when using date field with field constraints.

Version 1.1.09, Sep-24-2017
5481

Fixed: Cascading LookApp does not trigger dynamic field permissions in KWizCom Forms App

Version 1.1.08, Sep-15-2017
5168

Fixed: Repeating rows field cannot be disabled based on another field

5419

Improved: Change error message if current logged in user does not have ability to use custom scripting

5424

Fixed: Hiding a view will disable the export to excel button for all views regardless of permissions

Version 1.1.07, Aug-02-2017
5000A Fixed: Fix automated sanity checks.
Version 1.1.06, Jul-25-2017
5202

Added: Add a "move" activity
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5342

Added: "Add Item" activity: return the added item's ID

5371

Added: Disable ribbon buttons for lists that are using a view restricted by the kwizcom forms app.

5372

Added: Enable validating choice field by comparing its value to another field

5373

Fixed: Can't delete regular expressions.

5375

Added: Enable configuring field description location.

5389

Added: Enable using output parameters in the "Redirect on complete" field.

Version 1.0.98, Jun-20-2017
5341

Improved: Activities: Enable loading column value also to a choice field

5354

Fixed: Duplicate and irrelevant fields appear in Field Groups/Tabs settings page

Version 1.0.95, Jun-13-2017
5330

Added: Add "Print" button to View Item forms

5350

Fixed: default values not correctly applied to user/group conditions

Version 1.0.91, Jan-25-2017
4691

Added: Add Custom Actions to the Enterprise edition

5177

Added: Add support for math operations with dynamic fields

Version 1.0.77, Sep-24-2016
4687

Improved: Support Azure AD in Forms rules

4984

Fixed: Field permission conditions cannot involve a cascading lookapp that looks up to another site

5016

Fixed: Disable rules for person group and multi line fields don't work on firefox or chrome

5031

Fixed: Hiding fields but excluding multiple users does not work.

5046

Fixed: disabling a multiline text field does not work with Edge and chrome

5053

Fixed: KW Forms app - Field permissions breaks field grouping

Version 1.0.61, May-03-2016
4956

Fixed: form data is visible before forms settings applied.

Version 1.0.60, Apr-26-2016
4946

Fixed: forms settings not applied when page is refreshed, happens after MSOnline API update on April-24.
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Version 1.0.58, Apr-05-2016
4895

Improved: Make tabs height dynamic instead of fixed.

5200A Improved: Support SharePoint 2013/2016 on-premises
Version 1.0.56, Mar-16-2016
4890

Fixed: Hiding a Cascading LookApp column that is involved with another hide rule does not always work.

Version 1.0.55, Mar-02-2016
4692

Added: Add Cascading Lookapp settings pages to KWizCom Forms app Pro edition

4735

Improved: Add support for managed metadata

4813

Improved: Add support for Picture and Managed metadata default values

4865

Fixed: Trial message displayed in export/import settings

4877

Fixed: Field grouping disappears if a disable rule is added

Version 1.0.52, Feb-18-2016
4815

Fixed: Managed metadata fields don't show when field grouping is used

4840

Improved: Change View Permissions logic: group rules by view

4854

Fixed: Cannot hide a column from list view if a condition is set involving the current user

4800A Improved: Improve field alignment and make field captions bold (easier to view)
Version 1.0.49, Jan-26-2016
4768

Added: Enable checking the value of a field before it was changed in conditions.

4784

Fixed: Multi-line rich text fields cause groups to not display.

Version 1.0.42, Dec-03-2015
4767

Fixed: Issues with non-responsive forms.

Version 1.0.40, Nov-03-2015
4651

Added: Quick Item Navigation - add to Professional edition

4665

Fixed: Issue with hiding fields

4710

Fixed: Hiding fields based on choice columns does not show some fields

Version 1.0.30, Sep-21-2015
4535

Added: Column Permissions: Apply column permissions in views including Quick Edit view.
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4592

Fixed: Form width does not resize dialogue window (when using SP2010-style popups)

4593

Improved: Enable deletion of a column directly from the rules list (no need to edit it in order to delete a
rule)

4594

Improved: Display calculated fields in kwizcom forms tabs in view mode.

4608

Fixed: Field grouping does not render fields when switching tabs in view form.

4613

Fixed: Date fields cause form to jump back to top in Chrome.

4633

Improved: Add greater than/less than operator to Choice column.

4634

Improved: Flush user-group connections cache when saving KWizCom Forms settings pages.

Version 1.0.24, Aug-04-2015
4570

Improved: Field constraints configuration UX improvement: automatically populate the error message field
in the settings page.

4582

Fixed: Comparing a people/group field to the [me] token does not work.

Version 1.0.23, Jul-23-2015
4581

Fixed: Disabling a date/time or people/group field using Kwizcom Forms APP doesn't work in Chrome.

Version 1.0.16, Jul-02-2015
4529

Fixed: Field Constraints: Validation summary displays field names rather than visible field label.

4557

Fixed: Support WCAG level AA for end-user UI

Version 1.0.0, May-01-2015 - Base version

